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FOREWORD

On behalf of the IBM Center for The Business of Government, we are pleased to present this report, *Addressing Complex and Cross-Boundary Challenges in Government: The Value of Strategy Mapping*, by John M. Bryson with co-authors Bill Barberg, Anne Carroll, Colin Eden, Bert George, Jose J. Gonzalez, Jessica Rochester, Laure Vandersmissen, and Bishoy Zaki.

Government leaders today face serious, seemingly intractable public management issues that go to the core of effective governance and leadership. These types of challenges run the gamut from the pandemic to economic dislocation, homelessness, and natural and manmade disasters. These major crises have complex causes, and the resources needed to properly address them often transcend the capacity of any single government agency. Addressing these challenges effectively requires what the National Academy of Public Administration calls “new approaches to public governance and engagement.” Such approaches necessitate collaboration or co-alignment across the efforts of multiple organizations.

This report describes strategy management-at-scale, an approach to enable planning that addresses the major challenges facing governments at all levels. Integral to this approach is the use of collaborative strategy mapping—an invaluable leadership and management method to foster direction, alignment, and commitment. Strategy mapping helps leaders understand needed system changes, and to articulate needed interventions. Strategy mapping helps users visualize the cause-and-effect chains in a system and the actions that can be taken to introduce reforms—linking aspirations with capabilities.

To highlight these links, the report offers three case examples of coalitions that used strategy mapping for different purposes and to different effect. While the primary purpose of the strategy mapping efforts varies across the cases, each example illustrates that by using a few simple rules to formulate statements and creating links, causal maps help reveal relevant values, possible goals and strategies, and specific tactics and actions.

Along with describing how strategy mapping works in practice, this report highlights the benefits of this approach. The authors offer insights into how best to implement strategy mapping, leveraging available technology to help scale the application and use of the tool. The report culminates with recommendations and advice on how to start doing strategy management-at-scale by using strategy mapping.
This report builds on the IBM Center’s long-standing research into leveraging new tools and approaches to governance that better position government agencies to address complex challenges that cross or transcend traditional agency boundaries. The report provides practical recommendations on how governments can work with each other and with partners to leverage strategy management at scale and use strategy mapping to address complex, boundary-spanning problems.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Communities, regions, and nations increasingly face boundary-crossing challenges that require the efforts of many organizations and groups to address them effectively.

Communities, regions, and nations increasingly face boundary-crossing challenges that require the efforts of many organizations and groups to address them effectively. These challenges include, for example, the global COVID-19 pandemic; homelessness; inclusive workforce development; disparity in educational achievement, income, and wealth; public safety; and many aspects of climate change. These challenges can be overcome only when multiple organizations work toward shared over-arching goals. Reasonably aligned efforts of multiple organizations can transform systems.

Strategic management of single organizations is well understood: It involves processes and techniques for developing a mission, doing strategic planning, aligning organizational structures, deploying resources, implementing actions, evaluating outcomes, and ongoing learning and adjustment. However, new techniques and processes are needed to make sense of the challenging situations involving complex, interconnected issues in which multiple organizations must make contributions to make the changes needed to effectively confront the challenge. Strategy management-at-scale is a boundary-crossing process designed to create direction, alignment, and commitment across agencies and among independent organizations at the scale of the challenge or issue to be addressed.

One of the most promising techniques for facilitating strategy management-at-scale is strategy mapping. Strategy mapping is a technique to help leaders across multiple levels, organizations and/or sectors understand the system in need of change and articulate the interventions needed to bring about the desired changes. Strategy mapping helps users visualize the cause-and-effect chains in a system and the actions that can be taken to change the system. In other words, it links aspirations and capabilities, the essence of strategy.

The map and mapping process itself functions as a shared intellectual framework and backbone to help guide the effort. It helps create shared meaning through participation and dialogue. It facilitates negotiation and commitment to agreements about what to do, how to do it, and why; and then communicates strategies in a way that is easily understood and acted upon. It provides a framework, for guiding, monitoring, reviewing, and evaluating strategy implementation.
This report contains three case examples of coalitions that used mapping for different purposes, and to different effect. Many software packages are available to facilitate strategy mapping and choosing the right one depends on what and how you are using strategy mapping.

- **The Minnesota SNAP-Ed project** used a largely manual mapping process to develop and coordinate a strategy for improving nutritional outcomes among Native American communities.

- **The Research Council of Norway** funded a project that used mapping to respond to the emerging COVID-19 crisis to determine the risks and opportunities relevant to managing the pandemic. They used a cloud-based software called Strategyfinder in virtual conferencing sessions.

- **A coalition involved with the Canadian family justice system** is working to reduce adverse childhood experiences. They used a strategy mapping process focused on coordinating the implementation and evaluation of a system transformation over the long term and they are relying on a software called InsightVision to help manage strategy implementation.

Leadership in strategy management-at-scale is different from strategic leadership of a single organization. Because large-scale issues can only be addressed effectively by multiple organizations together, no one leader has the oversight or control needed. Through mapping, stakeholders understand how their efforts are part of the larger strategy, and they can see how their own and other organizations working alone or together can contribute to greater success. The map is integral to managing the complexity involved in dealing with many relevant ideas, organizations, and their interconnections at different levels and often different sectors as they contribute to creating useful change.
INTRODUCTION

In this report, we describe strategy management-at-scale, an approach increasingly necessary to address the big challenges facing governments at all levels, nonprofits, businesses, and the citizenry as a whole.

Strategy management-at-scale is very different from the strategic management of a single organization. It involves leading cross-boundary, cross-level, and/or cross-sector initiatives. Strategic leadership of a single organization often involves the development of a strategic management system to ensure direction, alignment, and commitment across the organization (Drath et al., 2008; Bryson, 2018). The system will include a focus on mission; strategic planning; alignment of organizational structures, processes, and budgets; implementation; evaluation; and ongoing learning and adjustments.

This introduction focuses on three topics: 1) Prevalence of cross-boundary, cross-level, cross-sector challenges, 2) the need for new approaches to managing strategy management-at-scale, and 3) strategy mapping.

Prevalence of Cross-Boundary, Cross-Level, Cross-Sector Challenges

Boundary-crossing challenges are ubiquitous, which is why strategic leadership of collaborations, communities, and social movements is becoming more common and necessary. Leading multiple collaborating (or at least coaligned) organizations to achieve a common purpose is what we call leading strategy management-at-scale, meaning the scale of the challenge to be addressed (Bryson et al., 2021, 2023).

Such cross-boundary issues include the global COVID-19 pandemic, homelessness and the lack of affordable housing, racial gaps in educational achievement, the damage from adverse childhood experiences, and recovery from natural and human-made disasters. Such issues occur in an environment where no one is wholly in charge and power must be shared. They demand a response from multiple organizations to create a system change. Multiple strands of reasonably aligned (if not directly coordinated) effort are required, but while those efforts are often framed as “transformational,” they are not.

By themselves, they typically do not fundamentally alter systems or power relationships among people. When coupled with community organizing, coalition building, and advocacy, however, they can fundamentally alter systems and power relationships, and thus transform large systems.
Need for New Approaches

Strategy is what links aspirations and capabilities. It is the means to achieve desired ends. Leading strategy management-at-scale builds on organizational strategic management but differs from it in significant ways. The big challenge at scale is how to create communication, co-alignment, and collaboration across organizations in pursuit of shared objectives. When they are coordinated, each organization’s strategies create magnified effects because each organization’s efforts, resources, and strengths are enlisted in serving the overall effort. If all organizations are moving in the same direction—even when no person or organization is in charge—the overarching challenge can be far more effectively addressed than if each organization is headed in a separate direction.¹

Figure 1 captures the difference between misalignment and alignment. The arrows represent different organizations or programs. The absence of alignment toward a shared objective obviously gets in the way of progress, while alignment clearly facilitates the achievement of shared aims. Figure 1 shows some of the range of organizations involved in improving community health.

Figure 1. The Value of Alignment Around a Co-Created Strategy Map

¹ Addressing these challenges effectively requires what the National Academy of Public Administration (NAPA), in its Election 2020 Project white paper Enhancing Public Governance: An Agenda for 2021 and Beyond, calls “new approaches to public governance and engagement.” The new approaches NAPA recommends call for reasonable collaboration among, or at least alignment of, the efforts of multiple organizations (and parts of organizations, such as the federal government), associations, and groups in an approach involving sharing power, pooling authority, and aligning resources and purposes around achieving a shared objective.
Strategy Mapping

One of the most promising techniques for facilitating strategy management-at-scale is **strategy mapping**. Strategy mapping results in a causal map, which is a statement-and-arrow diagram in which statements are causally linked to one another using arrows. The map shows the interrelationships of a set of changes, reflecting the means-ends or if-then relationships; in other words, an arrow means “might cause,” “might lead to,” “might result in,” or some other kind of influence relationship. To work up a chain of arrows, you keep asking, “What happens if we do that, or what would the consequences be of doing that?” To work down a chain of arrows, you keep asking, “How would we do that, or what would it take to do that?” Both arrows-out and arrows-in can lead to more than one statement.

In causal strategy mapping, each chain of arrows indicates the causes and consequences of an idea or action. This makes it possible to articulate many ideas and their interconnections in such a way that people can know what to do in an area of concern, how to do it, and why (Bryson et al., 2004, p. xii; Ackermann and Eden, 2011, p. 3). (Alternatively, causal mapping can be used to understand a system in which changes are needed, as in the Norwegian pandemic risk management case discussed below. In that case, the system of risks needed to be understood first before effective strategies could be developed.)

When used as a part of strategy development and implementation, strategy mapping prompts users to see how implementation of specific strategies could change a situation. For example, strategy might be focused on a broad goal like improving products, services, or relationships with key stakeholders, but the map also would include action steps and their causal links to each other and to the strategy. It also shows how outcomes result from the strategies. Strategy mapping therefore becomes an extremely useful tool for changing a situation for the better.

---

**Strategy Mapping in Practice**

Catalyst is a developing collaboration of nonprofits in the Twin Cities area of Minnesota focused on improving the ecosystem of support for minority-owned business enterprises (MBEs) and entrepreneurs of color. Figure 2 shows the collaboration’s goals (in red) and strategies (in blue) that resulted from a 2019 strategic planning retreat that produced the collaboration’s first strategic plan. The collaboration’s overarching purpose is “Help MBEs succeed.” The map indicates that there are two direct paths (supported by multiple actions) to doing so: “Build the capacity of organizations that serve minority businesses” and “Increase the quantity and quality of stage-appropriate supports for minority businesses in Minnesota.” The two paths can be pursued simultaneously by actions to “align strategic partners to improve outcomes for minority businesses” and “provide incentives for ecosystem partners (including beyond Catalyst) to participate in scalable collaborations.” Following the chains of arrows down leads to the collaboration’s strategies, such as “build joint capacity.” The strategies are supported by a rich set of statements detailing actions that are linked by arrows indicating what leads to what. The full map contained 309 statements produced during in a day and a half retreat involving 14 participants and three facilitators. The map helped the group understand and manage the complexity of the various interconnected causal chains of actions needed to achieve the group’s mission.

*(Note that the numbers have no real meaning; they are simply addresses in a relational database that makes use of the Decision Explorer software.)*

---

2. Strategy mapping has developed in a variety of fields, including operations research (e.g., Eden, Jones and Sims, 1983; Checkland and Poulter, 2007; Friend and Hickling, 2012); the business world (e.g., Kaplan and Norton, 2003; Eden and Ackermann, 2011; Armstrong, 2019; MacLennon and Markides, 2022); public management (e.g., Eden and Ackermann, 2011; Bryson et al., 2004, 2014); and community strategy management (e.g., Epstein, 2009; Barberg, 2019); among others.
The map helped inform Catalyst’s response to the pandemic and the civil unrest following George Floyd’s murder in Minneapolis on May 25, 2020, both of which disproportionately badly affected MBEs. The map helped Catalyst “build [the] joint capacity” needed to channel very large amounts of federal and state money to MBEs, as well as provide many hours of needed technical assistance. Catalyst has now stood up a $20 million loan fund for MBEs and is exploring how to become a legal entity, pursue efforts to significantly expand its membership, and create a compelling advocacy strategy at the state legislature.
Benefits of Strategy Mapping
Benefits of Strategy Mapping

Strategy mapping is a particularly powerful method for helping organizations figure out what to do, how to do it, and why. Group strategy mapping overcomes the two main challenges to strategic success: 1) helping the group come up with ideas that are good, worth implementing, and possible to implement; and 2) building the coalition of support necessary to implement those ideas. In other words, group strategy mapping helps the group think smarter and build needed commitment to action. Let us explore in more detail why this may be the case. Exhibit 1, Strategy-Mapping Benefits, shows these benefits as three lists.

Exhibit 1. Strategy-Mapping Benefits

On the content side, the main benefit is a visual, two-dimensional map of causal sequences linking mission, goals, and strategies (or in some approaches objectives, strategies, and capabilities). This is a huge benefit—a really big deal. The map allows key decision makers or stakeholders to literally be on the same page. The map also can enable key decision makers or stakeholders to say, “Yes, I see what you are saying.” Participants can see patterns and connections among the high-level view of mission and goals, and they can see where their individual organization might contribute to the overall purposes of collective action. (Maps for individual organizations would typically go into far more detail regarding implementing actions.)

Mapping produces better content because it helps participants understand the gaps and resulting tensions between their aspirations and the current situation, as well as grasp the contradictory information and competing points of view that must be addressed as part of negotiating what to do about those gaps and tensions. When completed, a map provides a record of agreements about what to do, how, and why, and therefore provides an external organizational memory, so that people do not have to keep it all in their heads.

3. This section draws from Bryson, Ackermann, and Eden, 2014, pp. 19-23.
The process benefits are more numerous. A good process is key to getting the necessary understanding, agreement, commitment, and political power that is needed to implement strategies, achieve goals, and further the mission. Most importantly, strategy mapping facilitates movement from thinking to acting and from strategy formulation to strategy implementation. Mapping engages people, stimulates excitement, allows people to speak and be heard, and facilitates the social and psychological negotiation among participants needed to produce understanding and agreement, and to build strong commitments to action. It helps them see the big picture and thus facilitates systems thinking so they can think smarter and be more productive.

Mapping also helps participants deal with emotion-laden issues and understand others’ logic. Getting to good outcomes is made more likely because mapping helps people be creative, imaginative, and improvisational. Finally, because mapping provides a continuously changing group memory and reference point for further work, it releases time and attention to focus on creating new information and thinking about relationships and patterns in data.

Clearly, the content and process benefits of mapping are substantial. The format of Exhibit 1, however, fails to show the intimate interconnections of content and process benefits, and as a result hardly does them justice. The map form does. Consider the same information presented as a map that shows the direct and indirect links among them as illustrated in Figure 3.

**Figure 3. A Map of the Most Important Benefits of Strategy Mapping**

In Figure 3, the most important benefit of doing strategy mapping is to facilitate the “move from thinking to acting,” which is what strategic management and strategy management-at-scale is all about. Achieving this benefit depends on two penultimate benefits—it “allows people to think smarter” on the left side of the map, and it “builds strong commitments to action” on the right side. These three benefits come from the process benefits side of Exhibit 1, but note how important the content benefit “provides a visual display of causal sequences” is to helping people “think about relationships and patterns in data” and to “facilitate systems thinking,” both of which are necessary to “allow people to think smarter.”

Meanwhile, “building strong commitments to action” begins in Figure 3 with “allowing everyone to speak and be heard,” which leads to “engage[ment] with more information, which stimulates excitement,” leading to “strong commitments.”

To summarize, the map makes three points visually: First, the content benefits are mainly about helping people to think smarter. Second, the preponderance of the process benefits is about building strong commitments to action. And third, the interconnected content and process benefits “facilitate a move from thinking to action.” In short, process and content jointly give you much more than you get by process or content alone. Mapping is especially helpful for linking both when way too often in practice the focus is on one or the other.

---

4. The map, in other words, serves as a “boundary object” (Carlile, 2002; Spee and Jarzabkowski, 2009; Quick and Feldman, 2014), meaning an object or model that supports collaboration across boundaries. The map does so by helping the group move from one way of seeing the world to another as the group creates, revises, and reaches agreements along the way.
Three Examples of Strategy Management-at-Scale
Large-scale changes necessarily involve many different efforts by multiple organizations across multiple levels (federal, state, and local) and sectors (government, nonprofit, foundations, business, and civil society). Building out an overall framework for change in the form of a strategy map can be immensely helpful in such a complex environment. The map can be refined over time as the details of the strategy emerge and as different organizations align their efforts and resources to support different parts of the larger strategy.

Since many people and organizations will need to be involved, co-creating a framework enables collaboration, or at least co-alignment, among a diverse group of stakeholders. As a result, the overall strategy map will be more high-level than the far more specific, action-oriented maps of individual organizations. That said, the overall strategy map highlights the larger purposes toward which individual organizations’ strategies can be aligned so that collective benefits are magnified.

This section presents three different case illustrations of strategy management-at-scale. Each deal with a different kind of issue, each used a different approach, and each made use of a different strategy mapping software. The cases are these:

- **CASE #1: Minnesota SNAP-Ed project** involves the State of Minnesota’s Department of Human Services, seven sovereign tribal nations, and the University of Minnesota Extension Service. The case led to greatly strengthened relationship among the parties and far more effective strategies. Mapping was done manually in a workshop format with results codified and presented using LucidChart.

- **CASE #2: Research Council of Norway** funded an effort develop a pandemic risk strategy that subsequently was used by municipalities and hospitals in Norway. This case first involved understanding the complex system of risks and issues involved in a pandemic before moving to developing an array of strategies to manage them. A mapping software called Strategyfinder™ that included powerful analytic capabilities was used in a virtual conference environment to map the system and develop effective interventions.

- **CASE #3: Canadian family justice system project** working to reduce adverse childhood experiences is the third example. This project used a strategy mapping process focused on coordinating the implementation and evaluation of a system transformation over the long term while relying on a software called InsightVision to help manage strategy implementation. Many software packages are available to facilitate strategy mapping. Choosing the right package depends on how you’d like to use it.

---

5. Strategy mapping is particularly helpful for addressing some of the challenges outlined in the NAPA report referenced in footnote 1 above. Specifically, strategy mapping provides a "shared and effective way across agencies and their partners to structure, integrate and monitor large-scale, long-term strategies, and supplement or extend expertise to manage complex strategies." Strategy mapping also helps articulate "a government-wide learning agenda" aimed at improving performance in relation to addressing cross-agency, cross-level, and cross-sector challenges. Strategy mapping also helps show "points of responsibility for assessing and refining models for effective collaborative governance" in relation to specific challenges.
CASE #1: Intergovernmental Strategy Mapping Yields Equity-Centered Plan
By Anne Carroll and Jessica Rochester

Introduction
The U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Food and Nutrition Service funds the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program-Education (SNAP-Ed) grant program, promoting evidence-based nutrition education and obesity prevention for people in low-income households that are eligible for SNAP. The Minnesota Department of Human Services (DHS) administers Minnesota’s SNAP-Ed program by setting statewide goals and priorities and contracting directly with implementation partners. The partners include seven sovereign Tribal Nations, a Native-governed technical assistance provider, and the University of Minnesota as illustrated in Figure 4. Partners help participants improve their diet and physical activity, for example, by offering training on how to make healthy food choices on a limited budget, including shopping, food storage, and cooking skills.

Figure 4. Minnesota SNAP-Ed Organization

As the state agency charged with setting multiyear statewide goals and priorities, DHS had historically developed these and announced them to local implementation partners. In 2019, however, SNAP-Ed staff decided to build on the baseline trust they had developed with these partners and bring them together to jointly create a 10-year vision for Minnesota SNAP-Ed that aligns with federal guidance and addresses community priorities and programming strengths.

6. In FY 2019, Minnesota SNAP-Ed served 15,000 unduplicated people through direct education, reached about 240,000 through social marketing and policy, system, and environmental changes, and worked within 1,100 partnerships.
DHS chose an outside consulting team (Carroll, Franck & Associates) to ensure a robust process in which everyone could participate. To honor commitments to inclusion, multiple perspectives, and careful listening, a planning team of SNAP-Ed staff, partner leads, and the consultants served as process stewards. The team jointly developed the process to meet the needs of the key stakeholders, which included partner staff, program participants, cultural guides, and DHS SNAP-Ed staff.

With guidance from the planning team, the consultants then implemented the process summarized below:

- **Round 1 Input, April 2019**: The Planning Team reached out to key stakeholders, provided information, and gathered input on programming successes, improvement ideas and resources, how to better measure success, potential future high- and low-impact efforts, and future community benefits. Tools were primarily an online survey with additional outreach and input via direct contacts; results provided significant guidance for the goals/strategy workshop.

- **Strategy Mapping, May 2019 (2 days)**: Two consultants facilitated this workshop for a wide range of partners’ and DHS staff to complete a comprehensive SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats) analysis followed by inclusive strategy mapping. See details and results below.

- **Round 2 Feedback, late May 2019**: The planning team gathered feedback on draft goals, strategies, and tactics from partner staff, program participants, cultural guides, and DHS staff through three virtual sessions and an online survey. Results were used to refine strategies and implementation tactics.

- **Finalized Goals and Strategies, June 2019**: Consultants used Round 2 feedback to finalize the statewide goals and strategies; DHS shared them publicly and is using them to guide SNAP-Ed initiatives in Minnesota.

**University Extension Participant Reflection**

Prior to the two-day visioning meeting, DHS asked all partners to submit topic areas of interest to address through our collective . . . plan. When we arrived at the visioning meeting, all partners’ content areas were displayed on the wall without identifying who submitted the topics. That was the first realization of the commonality across all partners. The worry that it would be hard to identify common topics for our 10-year vision quickly dissipated. There was a feeling of solidarity just seeing the list—we have so much in common!
Strategy Mapping
Because this project’s success depended on collective knowledge and participation, all partner staff were invited to attend the two-day goal/strategy workshop, and all who wanted to attend were supported to do so. The gathering was at a central Minnesota location chosen by the partners, and each was allocated funds for travel and lodging. The first moments of the visioning process set the tone for the two days. The gathering began with a grounding exercise, as everyone was invited to stand in a circle and participate in a cleansing smudging ritual (burning sage, cedar, or sweet grass), which is common across Native American communities.

Facilitated by the consultants, the workshop began with a comprehensive SWOT analysis. Participants then used results from Round 1 engagement, partner needs assessments, the SWOT results, and their own knowledge and expertise to drive the strategy mapping process.

The consultants provided strong process guidance and teaching as the well-prepared participants worked through strategy mapping, allowing them to focus first on content. As the workshop progressed, participants were able to work more independently with their peers to develop a robust set of long-term goals (5-10 years), midterm strategies (3-5 years), and implementation tactics (1-2 years).

Participants were actively engaged and developed nearly all the goals, strategies, and tactics during this intense workshop. Afterwards, the consultants and planning team cleaned up causal connections and edited some descriptions for clarity. DHS and the consultants then invited feedback on the high-level results from key stakeholders, and from that guidance made a few important refinements.

Selected results are shown below, beginning with Figure 5, Summary Goals and Key Strategies. The figure represents a high-level view of the overall map. In the next section we will “zoom in” to a specific strategy subcluster.

Clusters. Once the map was substantially complete, three content clusters emerged: Healthy Individuals and Communities; Program and Policy, Systems, and Environmental Quality, Effectiveness, and Resources; and Inclusion and Relevance.

Goals, strategies, and tactics: The complete map includes six goals, 15 strategies, and approximately 126 tactics.
Figure 5. Summary Goals and Key Strategies

- **Healthy Individuals and Communities**
  - MN individuals and communities are healthy
  - MN communities have access to healthy foods
  - Improve healthy food access in our communities
  - Improve community mental wellness
  - Increase community-wide physical activity
  - Increase individual healthy eating choices

- **Program & Policy, Systems, & Environmental Quality Effectiveness & Resources**
  - MN SNAP-Ed delivers high-quality and high-impact programs
  - MN SNAP-Ed has the resources to be effective
  - Retain diverse, qualified staff
  - Improve program quality, impact, and efficiency
  - Secure resources to deliver SNAP-Ed effectively
  - Recruit and hire diverse, qualified staff

- **Inclusion and Relevance**
  - MN-SNAP-Ed programs serve populations of all ages, cultures, and communities
  - MN SNAP-Ed delivers high-quality and high-impact programs
  - MN SNAP-Ed has the resources to be effective
  - Retain diverse, qualified staff
  - Improve program quality, impact, and efficiency
  - Secure resources to deliver SNAP-Ed effectively
  - Recruit and hire diverse, qualified staff
  - Participatory and culturally centered programs and processes define MN SNAP-Ed
  - Increase program capacity through partnerships
  - Increase participation of all underserved people of all ages
  - Increase participation from diverse cultures

- **Long-term goals**
  - MN-SNAP-Ed programs serve populations of all ages, cultures, and communities
  - MN SNAP-Ed has the resources to be effective
  - Retain diverse, qualified staff
  - Improve program quality, impact, and efficiency
  - Secure resources to deliver SNAP-Ed effectively
  - Recruit and hire diverse, qualified staff

- **Mid-term strategies**
  - MN-SNAP-Ed programs serve populations of all ages, cultures, and communities
  - MN SNAP-Ed has the resources to be effective
  - Retain diverse, qualified staff
  - Improve program quality, impact, and efficiency
  - Secure resources to deliver SNAP-Ed effectively
  - Recruit and hire diverse, qualified staff

- **Cluster names**
  - MN-SNAP-Ed programs serve populations of all ages, cultures, and communities
  - MN SNAP-Ed has the resources to be effective
  - Retain diverse, qualified staff
  - Improve program quality, impact, and efficiency
  - Secure resources to deliver SNAP-Ed effectively
  - Recruit and hire diverse, qualified staff

---
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Tribal participant perspective

For us, the visioning work and the resulting document meant everything, because for the first time, what we do made sense. The way SNAP-Ed was talked about before didn’t live and breathe in our minds. After visioning, we saw ourselves and our work plans reflected in SNAP-Ed. The visioning document was more functional for our everyday work and made our work present.

Tribal partner reflection

The result is one unified plan that sets forth clearly the goals that need to be met but allows each individual educator to meet those goals in a way that reflects the uniqueness of the people, cultures, and communities we serve.

Below is an example of a strategy subcluster with descriptions, associated state-level indicators and targets, and reflections on the process and results from staff at DHS and the Tribal and University of Minnesota Extension partners.

Cluster: Healthy Individuals and Communities

Strategy subcluster: Increase communitywide physical activity. See Figure 6, which zooms in to elaborate on the strategy statement that appears around one o’clock in Figure 5. By the close of FY 2022, increase communitywide physical activity as shown by the number of participants who increase the frequency of their physical activity: 8,411 participants will report an increase in the frequency of the number of times per week they are physically active for at least 30 minutes.
University Extension implementation note. We continue to “walk the talk” as we live out this strategy. Our hires in 2021 included two Native American staff, one an elder to support both statewide programming and work with urban American Indian communities; one Hmong and one African American SNAP-Ed educator to work in the Twin Cities metro; one East Asian SNAP-Ed educator to work in Rochester; and one Somali SNAP-Ed educator to work in St. Cloud. In leadership positions, we hired a SNAP-Ed educator who is a person of color for an open Extension educator position and are working to hire a native Spanish speaker for the southwest regional coordinator position. We have also hired a native Spanish-speaking specialist to support Spanish language resource development efforts and have contracted with multiple BIPOC vendors to support our ability to communicate, build, and implement culturally grounded education.
The result of this highly collaborative strategy mapping effort is a statewide plan that values respect, co-learning, and mutual benefit, with a commitment to incorporating community and cultural theories of change, participant voice, and community engagement. In 2020-21, work on key strategies progressed despite COVID-related program suspensions and related disruptions. This was especially important for issues and needs that became critical during the pandemic; local teams made significant progress on food access, transportation options, new partnerships, and expanded communications.

"Tribal participant perspective

After the visioning, we felt like ONE state program. We felt we had permission to innovate in terms of community and participant voice in our programs and evaluation. We could explore ways to tell stories to showcase outcomes and impacts."

CASE #2:
Understanding and Managing Pandemic-Related Risks to the Norwegian Health and Social Care System Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic

By Colin Eden and Jose J. Gonzalez

The Challenge Addressed

What are the direct and indirect risks to the health and social care system arising from a growing number of COVID-19 cases and increasing mortality in Norway? The crucial challenges to strategy development and preparedness are posed by a system of issues/risks, in which the issues/risks and their outcomes interact with each other. The Research Council of Norway funded an effort in 2020 to help explore this system of issues and risks and what might be done about them.

The Strategy Making Group: Actors/Stakeholders Involved

In any pandemic, development of effective strategies for risk mitigation must involve interdisciplinary thinking, meaning working across traditional silos. In other words, participants from across a wide range of disciplines (i.e., roles, backgrounds, and organizations) must contribute knowledge and insight.

We coauthors were commissioned to engage a group of experts to clarify the system of COVID-19-related issues/risks and what might be done to manage them. The authors queried a range of epidemiological experts about the sorts of people who should be involved as experts. They suggested that ideally over 70 different disciplines should be involved.

Knowing that 70 participants would be too many to interactively construct a model of the system of risks, we narrowed the group size to 16 participants who would be able to cover all of the topics identified by the suggested 70-plus disciplines. By analyzing the overlaps, we identified 15 participants who could, between them, offer informed views covering all topics. We then added a 16th participant who likely would be able to take a well-argued, but ‘off-the-wall’ surprising perspective and create an ‘aha’ from other participants.
The Technology for Supporting the Group: About Strategyfinder™

A set of facilitated workshops took place using video conferencing. The workshops used a causal mapping software called Strategyfinder (https://www.strategyfinder.com/). Strategyfinder is a software platform for helping groups collaboratively work in person or virtually on messy problems, develop strategies, and manage risks. With it, groups explore what causes what—means and ends—so that agreements can be negotiated with a full understanding of the expected outcomes and unexpected ramifications.

Strategyfinder is particularly helpful in situations where the complexity is, in part, due to differing perspectives. It allows each participant to simultaneously add their own views to the growing system of strategic issues or risks, via their own computer, thus increasing productivity. It also allows participants to see their views set in the context of others’ perspectives. Participants add causal links representing causal influences. In the resultant system of issues/risks, participants often discover feedback loops, including vicious and virtuous cycles. Strategyfinder has powerful analysis tools to detect loops and find the parts of the system that are most central.

In short, the software serves two purposes: first, collecting and organizing knowledge as a causal network and, second, analyzing the causal network to help produce negotiated strategies that recognize the systemic nature of complex problems. In the case at hand, Strategyfinder enabled an issue/risk system to be jointly constructed by the members of the group. The resulting causal map shows the range of issues/risks and their causes and outcomes that contribute to the problem situation the group faces.

Strategyfinder allows participants to directly—and anonymously, to enhance honesty—enter their views through their own laptop/tablet. This capability also meant that during the COVID pandemic the Norwegian risk management task group was able to do all their work remotely, which was obviously a real plus. The individual contributions are simultaneously collected and displayed on each participant’s screen. The facilitator works with the group to ensure that the different individual perspectives are structured to reveal significant causal chains of argument and vicious/virtuous cycles that allow for further reflection, extension, and debate amongst group members. Statements in the system are stylized with colors and fonts to enable the categorization of chosen issues/risks: for example, to show goals, strategies, key/central statements, highly potent options (those that ‘hit’ many goals), key drivers of vicious/virtuous cycles, etc. The software allows individuals to attach priorities to issue/risk via ranking, rating, and weighting features. In this way, the degree of consensus about aspects of the risk system and what to do about them can be evaluated.

The Process Followed

Four workshops, each two to three hours long, were organized with breaks approximately every hour. In each, 16 participants contributed from different locations using videoconferencing for communication and Strategyfinder for constructing, discussing, and validating the risk system, analyzing its structure, and developing mitigation strategies. The workshops were run by one facilitator. In the schedule below the process has been generalized, but it represents an accurate report on the process followed, along with some figures from the case.

In the first workshop, risks were gathered, and causal links among them were entered. By the end of the workshop, participants agreed on thematic clusters and their significance. In backroom work, the facilitator and a colleague used Strategyfinder to analyze and prepare new subsystem views, which they prepared for presentation and discussion at the next workshop.
The second workshop had the objectives of exploring each subsystem, adding missing and additional material, promoting discussion, and validating the model of the risk system. Again, participants reached agreement after a reassessment of the relative criticality of the subsystems.

Figure 7 shows an overview of the subsystem topics that emerged from this stage.

**Figure 7. The Interacting Subsystems Emerging from an Analysis and Validation of the Risk System**

The third workshop focused on strategy development and strategy agreement. As a complex risk system likely contains vicious cycles, they were a key focus for strategy development. Several vicious cycles can be interconnected, compounding the effects as outlined in Figure 8. A small extract from the causal network of the generic model (see below). For example, a ‘lack of coordination between local regions’ is one possible cause of the ‘infodemic’ which, through various feedback loops, contributes further to the lack of coordination.
Vicious cycles must be detected and understood because they mean that the risk situation may become continuously worse over time. It is therefore crucial that core vicious cycles are addressed with measures that are anchored in a proper understanding of the dynamic complexity. For example, one vicious cycle that effective policies could transform into a virtuous cycle would be to decrease infection rates, which would reduce new variants so that vaccines can be more effective, which leads to less distrust in vaccination, and so a higher percentage of the population get effectively vaccinated, leading to lower infection rates, and so on.

The starting focus for strategy development is the risk that promotes the most vicious cycles, and if fully mitigated would reduce the maximum amount of bad dynamic change in the situation. Developing strategies starts with participants making their own suggestions about potential mitigating actions/strategies and linking those statements to the risk they expect to mitigate. When everyone has made their suggestions and the facilitator has reviewed them with the group, Strategyfinder allows each participant to evaluate the options. Evaluation occurs by constraining choice, for example, by highlighting limited resources. Figure 9 shows strategy development focused on the mental health subsystem.
The fourth and final two-hour workshop was devoted to reviewing the strategies agreed upon in the third workshop and identifying those participants who would take responsibility for ensuring implementation (not necessarily for doing the implementation). Exhibit 2 shows an extract from the final document. In this page, the focus is on agreed strategies for the health care workers subsystem. Note that the reason for the strategy (the in order to statements) is explicitly noted; most strategies fail because the implementers proceed in a way that does not produce the intended outcome.
### Exhibit 2. Extract from the Strategy Document: Implementation for Shortage of Health Care Workers—Agreed Strategies, their Purpose, and Implementation Teams

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implementation</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Establish high-level infection protection (PPE) for healthcare and emergency workers** | In order to: | • Directly avoid a shortage of health care workers in hospitals  
• Control local outbreaks in hospitals, and so avoid having exhausted health care workers and so reduce possibility of low productivity of working health care staff because of a shortage of staff |
| Implementation Team: H, M | | |
| **Priority of vaccination for health care workers** | In order to: | • Directly avoid a shortage of health care workers in hospitals  
• Avoid local outbreaks of virus in nursing homes and hospitals  
• Avoid delays in ordinary medical education |
| Implementation Team: S, E | | |
| **Limit visits and staff exchange** | In order to: | • Avoid local outbreaks of virus in nursing homes and hospitals |
| Implementation Team: H, S | | |
| **Not allow student health care workers to be in different locations** | In order to: | • Avoid local outbreaks of virus in nursing homes, and so  
• Avoid hospitalization of care home residents and a shortage of care home staff |
| Implementation Team: A | | |
| **Effective communication and cooperation between hospital and municipality** | In order to: | • Avoid local outbreaks of virus in nursing homes, and so  
• Avoid care home residents being hospitalized and shortage of care home staff |
| Implementation Team: E | | |
| **Avoid transportation by bus for health care workers** | In order to: | • Avoid local outbreaks of virus in nursing homes, and so  
• Avoid care home residents being hospitalized and shortage of care home staff |
| Implementation Team: S | | |
| **Arrange core hospital staff in cohorts** | In order to: | • Avoid core health staff being quarantined |
| Implementation Team: H | | |
The Results Achieved, Or Not
In summary, the case involved four workshops with a total of 10 hours of work from participants and additional work from the facilitator and a colleague. The group had never worked together before. By the end of the third workshop, they had agreed on 25 strategies over five of the key subsystems of risks. Workshop participants were able to go to work on implementation strategies soon afterward.

Later, when the Omicron wave raised new alarms, the Norwegian government expected that the high infectiousness of Omicron could overwhelm their capacity to respond. Accordingly, each county in Norway had to deliver a plan for how to best manage the situation. Each county has a constellation known as Helsefelleskapet (Health Community) defining areas of cooperation between the municipalities in the region and the hospitals in the region (in Norway, all major hospitals are publicly owned). Kristiansand municipality, the capital of Agder county in Southern Norway and a partner in the case work reported here, decided to lead systemic risk assessment and management workshops targeting the Omicron pandemic wave using the methodology developed and reported on here. Workshops involving the municipalities in Agder county, and the Hospital of Southern Norway were conducted in the last half of December of 2021. The new strategies developed in the workshops were implemented at the regional level.

Reflections On the Case
The manager responsible for crisis management in Kristiansand said, “By using Strategyfinder, you look at it from a system view. . . . From my point of view, it’s about the vicious circles that are highlighted when you put people together and they are discussing how risks have an influence on each other, and that you can discuss and see the picture on a systemic view and then suggest different strategies for how to deal with it.”

This series of workshops took place at the beginning of 2021. Recently, The Lancet has reported on research that suggests that countries with a high degree of trust and social cohesion have managed the COVID-19 pandemic best. This conclusion interestingly matches the outcome from the risk mitigation work reported on here: that trust and social cohesion are two of the most significant risk subsystems in the COVID-19 pandemic. Beyond that, crisis managers in Kristiansand, one of the major cities of Norway, have invested in mastering Strategyfinder and using it for preparedness toward a range of different threats.

CASE #3:
Transforming the Family Justice System in Canada
By Bill Barberg

An innovative strategy mapping and management technique is being used to transform the family justice system across Canada by helping engage and align a growing network of organizations to plan and implement system-changing actions. In contrast to the system mapping approach taken initially in the Norway case described earlier in this report, this strategy mapping approach begins with aspirations and provides the tools to manage implementation. This transformative effort is made possible by the InsightVision software platform.

In Canada, the family justice system includes many independent organizations, from courts to lawyers to social service organizations. While each has different priorities and responsibilities in relation to family restructuring, they are interdependent. Over the past 20 years, numerous reports have identified serious concerns and called for change, but only incremental system improvement occurred. Accomplishing meaningful transformation in a complex, entrenched system is exceedingly difficult, but the 2013 reports spoke of the family justice system doing harm, and this led to renewed, urgent calls for change. A dedicated coalition in Alberta, called Reforming the Family Justice System (RFJS), answered the call.

Based on a growing understanding of the impact of adverse childhood experiences (ACEs), RFJS sought to shift the focus away from a reactive, adversarial model to a proactive, well-being model. Because compelling research shows that toxic stress has a major impact on a child’s brain development, lifelong health and well-being, coalition members believed that an understanding of the science could create the paradigm shift needed for the transformation.

In the first two years, RFJS mobilized partners, studied theories of system change, and created innovations and pilots. However, they began to struggle with the challenges that inhibit progress in nearly every effort to address complex social challenges:

- **The Need to Change Mental Models**: System transformation necessitates changing paradigms and culture.
- **Wicked Complexity**: System issues can be intertwined with complex social issues like poverty, substance abuse and historical racial injustices.
- **Managing Information**: Refining and implementing a strategy over several years requires recording and retrieving the information generated by all partners, funders, innovations, and projects.

RFJS was doing reasonably well on the first challenge, although not at scale. From 2016 to 2019, the other challenges significantly slowed the coalition's momentum. The leaders knew what needed to be done, broadly speaking, but were struggling without the tools to manage and lead participants in this large-scale undertaking.

In late 2019, Diana Lowe attended a webinar on strategy mapping put on by Bill Barberg. Barberg shared an approach to strategy mapping and a set of tools for overcoming the critical challenges of managing complexity and managing information that cause transformation efforts to fail. By early 2020, key leaders from RFJS and their peer organization, Access to Justice British Columbia (A2JBC), had enrolled in InsightFormation’s program on using strategy maps.

---

*To learn more about the backstory and early days of these efforts to transform the family Justice System, see [www.insightformation.com/tfjs](http://www.insightformation.com/tfjs).*
The InsightFormation Approach to Strategy Mapping
InsightFormation’s approach to strategy mapping blends elements of the Balanced Scorecard (BSC) methodology (Kaplan and Norton, 2004), the Collective Impact framework (Kania and Kramer, 2011), the Geels Framework (Geels, 2004) of system transformation, and other valuable techniques. In this approach, progress is not linear from designing a strategy to managing its implementation. To transform a complex system, the process must alternate between these functions. Continually clarifying the goals is just as important as executing short-term actions.9

The InsightFormation process is supported by an online platform, InsightVision, that lets coalition members co-create a high-level strategy and also, crucially, manage the many details involved with implementation. InsightVision’s functionality includes zoomable, interactive strategy maps that give all users a line of sight to the high-level objectives and the ability to both view and update the objectives, measures, targets, actions, and stories that support the strategy. InsightVision promotes an emergent process in which the details of the strategy are developed as different groups work on projects.

With Insight Formation’s approach, strategy maps are built as a linked set of objectives, each of which describes an intentional change. The top of the strategy map shows the outcome objectives. Beneath that, a set of strategy objectives shows the interrelated changes that will lead to the outcomes. At the bottom of the map are the asset and capacity development objectives that describe how the coalition will build its capabilities to accomplish the strategy objectives. System mapping describes a current reality, but strategy mapping in this approach begins with aspirations. Given the context, the RFJS process focused first on the interrelated changes needed to achieve the hoped-for future state instead of dwelling on clarifying the system dynamics of the current reality.

Developing the Strategy Map
The Alberta and British Columbia coalitions wanted to develop their strategy based on the perspectives in the Geels framework (2004) as illustrated in Figure 10. Perspectives in the Geels Framework and Themes in the TJFS Strategy Map were used to develop the initial strategy map during a series of web conference calls.10 They called the map Transforming the Family Justice System (TFJS). The idea is that “regimes,” seen as structures, policies, rules, and practices are a product of the broader landscape and innovations developed along the way.

Figure 10. Perspectives in the Geels Framework and Themes in the TJFS Strategy Map

---
9. For more details on the background of this approach to strategy mapping, see www.insightformation.com/omta.
10. The Geels Framework was initially shared by Frank Geels (2004), and it is sometimes referred to as the Multi-Level Perspective for System Change (MLP). Learn more at www.insightformation.com/TFJS/Geels.
This strategy map is larger than a typical Theory of Change; it is what Michael Quinn Patton calls a theory of transformation (Patton, 2019; see also Bryson, et al., 2021). The objectives in the strategy section are “stacked” for each theme rather than having the more traditional cause-and-effect arrows between individual objectives. Each objective names an intentional change that will be accomplished by the collective work of many organizations over the next several years outlined in Figure 11.

**Figure 11. Transforming the Family Justice System Strategy Map**
Building Out the Details

While both coalitions began with the same template, their province-specific strategy maps grew in different ways, though both used the Objectives, Measures, Targets and Actions (OMTA) framework. The OMTA approach is an alternative to SMART objectives, designed for system change or Collective Impact strategies.11

In 2021, the RJFS coalition in Alberta focused much of their work on advancing a pilot in one community, Grande Prairie. In online workshops, they worked primarily on the innovation theme, where the goal is to define and launch prototypes that can realistically be implemented, evaluated, and refined. The coalition engaged people from many organizations and sectors, including integrating Indigenous communities and perspectives, which is a capacity development strategy.

A key step for refining the strategy objectives is to build out “zoom-in maps,” which are more detailed strategy maps that allow a user to zoom in from the high-level objectives to the more detailed driver objectives. In this case, different groups took on the creation of zoom maps for each strategy objective. Figure 12 is a Zoom-In Map for Innovative Ways that Empower Families to Improve Life, Relationships, Communication and Conflict Skills, and Reduce Harms—created by the RFJS in Grande Prairie.

Figure 12. Zoom-In Map for Innovative Ways that Empower Families to Improve Life, Relationships, Communication and Conflict Skills, and Reduce Harms

11. To learn more about the OMTA framework and download an OMTA Definitions Guide, visit www.insightformation.com/OMTA.
With zoomable strategy maps, everyone has a line of sight to the different areas that work together to achieve large-scale change, so they can place their own work within that larger strategy. The “zoomability” is a key feature that improves engagement and alignment. This robust framework enables sustained progress over several years on the many details of accomplishing system transformation.

**Developing Measures and Tracking Progress**

In a lengthy transformation process, progress can be measured in a variety of ways. In InsightVision, targets are described as From-To Gaps, pairs of statements that describe the current state and the desired state for the objectives. Just as quantitative measures have a numerical baseline and a target, the From-To Gaps express a qualitative baseline and target. Exhibit 3 presents the From-To Gaps described for one objective.

**Exhibit 3. From-To Gap for Supporting Children and Youth to Make Their Participation Meaningful**

Some changes are easily quantifiable. Consider the BC version of the objective in the lower left corner of Figure 11: “Provide opportunities for children and youth to participate meaningfully.” This is about developing prototypes that can be implemented, evaluated, refined and scaled. The measure to monitor progress is the number of children and youth engagement processes defined in the “menu” of innovations.

But not everything that is important can be measured. In the early stages of a transformation, one of the best ways to show progress, reinforce priorities and align people is to simply share stories. To overcome the challenge of creating a paradigm shift, it is vital for a coalition to have a tool for gathering and sharing qualitative results alongside the quantitative, which is why InsightVision includes this feature.
In Figure 13, this zoom-in map shows the range of objectives that RFJS identified as necessary for this paradigm shift, and the story tab below that shows the earliest signs of progress on this shift.\(^\text{12}\)

**Figure 13. The Zoom-In Map for Increase Family Justice Sector Education in Brain Science**

![Zoom-in Map](image)

**Exhibit 4. The Story Tab**

---

\(^{12}\) To learn more about the way that measures, and actions were developed and to see how InsightVision supports scorecards and action monitoring, visit [https://www.insightformation.com/rfjs/insightvision](https://www.insightformation.com/rfjs/insightvision).
At any given time, work on refining the strategy, developing actions, and monitoring progress will be going on at different speeds for different parts of the strategy. In InsightVision, the assets and information are visible to all, as is the progress, and so the tool grows steadily more robust with use.

**Growing Impact**

Solid progress is being made on the three challenges faced by a system-level transformation of the family justice system: changing mental models, challenging complexity, and managing information. The use of strategy maps and InsightVision is allowing the coalition to plan for the first, visualize the second (even as it changes and changes again), and handle the third.

In the early years, system transformation initiatives rarely can demonstrate easy-to-understand results, even if things are going well. Instead, the evidence of success is the multitude of aligned changes that would not likely have occurred without the systematic efforts to transform the targeted system. One important indicator of progress in this case is the enthusiasm expressed by long-time family justice champions whose experience tells them that change is certainly happening, where it was not happening before.

Many recent victories are directly attributable to the coalition’s approach to strategy mapping and their use of supporting techniques and software. The movement is gaining momentum as the collaborators see how strategy engagement supports action among their network of individuals and organizations. Jurisdictions across Canada are beginning to see that a well-defined cross-sector strategy for transformation is possible with this method and these tools. Furthermore, these strategy engagement techniques are spreading to adjacent work on family violence, poverty, and community resilience.
Comparing and Contrasting the Three Cases
The three case illustrations show how useful and versatile strategy mapping can be as an element of strategy management-at-scale. The primary purpose of the strategy mapping efforts varied across the cases. In the SNAP-Ed case, the purposes included key actor involvement, relationship and commitment building, and the development of an implementable strategic plan.

In the risk management case, the major purpose was to understand the system to be managed and to discern where the most effective interventions might be made. The TFJS case is a longer-term system change effort including key actor involvement, relationship building, understanding the system to be changed, catalyzing multiple independent implementing actions, and monitoring and managing the change effort over many years.

The purposes varied because of the complexity of the challenges. The SNAP-Ed case involved fairly simple challenges, while the risk management and TFJS cases were very complex. The level of understanding of the challenge also varied. It was reasonably high in the SNAP-Ed case, but very low overall in the risk management and TFJS cases.

In all three cases, the number of people directly involved in the mapping was relatively small, from 25 and two facilitators in the SNAP-Ed case, to 16 and a facilitator in the risk management case, and over 50 plus a facilitator over time in the TFJS case. The time needed to create the strategy maps beyond preparation and follow-up also varied, from two days in SNAP-Ed case, to 10 hours over four days in the risk management case, to over two years in the TFJS case.

Neutral facilitators were involved in all three cases. Zoomable, revisable strategy maps were developed in all three cases. In short, strategy mapping can be very helpful when it comes to strategy management-at-scale, but it is important to think strategically about why, how, when, and where to use it.
Leading Strategy
Management-at-Scale
As already noted, strategy mapping is a causal mapping process. A causal map links statements with arrows indicating how one statement leads to another. A map visually shows a system of intentional changes that collectively lead to desired outcomes. Depending on the situation, these maps may include anywhere from two dozen to hundreds of statements. By using a few simple but important rules for formulating statements and creating links, causal maps help reveal relevant values, possible goals and strategies, and often more specifics tactics and actions.

Strategy maps can create a long-term framework for change that is bigger than individual policies, organizations, or programs. The maps then help focus dialogue and deliberation among stakeholders, separately or together, on which possibilities actually should be chosen to accomplish the desired outcomes. The more deeply mappers engage, the more the maps act as a powerful vehicle for negotiating agreements that are owned by all the group.

Mapping is particularly useful as a part of a strategic management-at-scale approach for helping people from multiple organizations make things happen. Through mapping, stakeholders understand how their efforts are part of a larger strategy to achieve a system of changes and are prompted to think of how other organizations or actions could contribute to greater success. The agreements about means-to-ends ensures that actions are taken for the right reasons: because they can be expected to lead to agreed-upon desired outcomes.

The zoomable strategy map is a key enabler of what Senge, Hamilton and Kania (2015) refer to as the core capabilities of “system leadership” that extends beyond the performance management of single organizations. The method helps individuals and groups do the following:

- Make sense of challenging, complex situations
- Catalyze creative thinking
- Manage the complexity
- Develop and refine a collective’s mission, goals, strategies, and underlying assumptions
- Develop line-of-sight relationships between ideas
- Create shared meaning
- Facilitate negotiation and commitment to agreements
- Communicate necessary actions
- Provide a framework for implementation and evaluation

In short, strategy mapping is a powerful approach consisting of a set of mapping techniques and tools to be drawn on selectively based on the overall approach to organizational or system change and the specific context of application. But the techniques and tools are just that, techniques and tools. For strategy mapping to be of use, leaders need to think in systems terms and understand how different organizations and interventions can contribute toward achieving common goals. Taking a systems view focuses attention on achieving larger goals or objectives beyond what any single organization can accomplish.

Taking a systems view also means reconceptualizing leadership as more than just leader-follower relations. Instead, leadership should be conceived of as inspiring and mobilizing the efforts of many individuals and groups to achieve direction, alignment, and commitment toward shared high-level goals (Drath et al., 2008; Bryson et al., 2021). Each of our examples has included individual leaders in positions of power and authority, but more important were the shared efforts by a group of organizational leaders and engaged citizens across boundaries, levels, and sectors to advance the common good.
Sample List of Strategy Mapping Software Programs

There are many software programs available that can help with strategic planning and strategy implementation in general, but fewer that directly support strategy mapping. See Table 1 in the Appendix for a sample of strategy mapping-related software programs. The Table is the result of an extensive online review performed by Laure Vandersmissen and Bishoy Zaki at the University of Ghent and Bert George at the City University of Hong Kong, with contributions from others. Software programs especially helpful for strategy formulation are presented first, followed by programs that are better for strategy implementation. Strategyfinder is best for strategy formulation, while InsightVision is best for strategy implementation.
Getting Started and Recommendations
The variety of approaches to strategy mapping have some basic commonalities. Here we summarize them in the form of interconnected process guidelines (Bryson et al., 2004, 2014; Ackermann and Eden, 2011; Barberg, 2017, 2019):

1. **Recognizing when a situation can be mapped and is worth mapping.** If the purpose is to address an issue that is beyond the scope of a single organization to address, strategy mapping is almost certainly a useful way to figure out what to do, how to do it in general terms, and why.

2. **Preparing for mapping.** Have a reason for mapping and assemble the necessary materials for in-person or virtual sessions. Consider engaging an experienced facilitator. If you are new to strategy mapping, and especially if you are using new software, practice with friends first before you go live with key stakeholders. Be strategic about whom you invite to the mapping session.

3. **Facilitating mapping exercises.** Make sure to leave time for people to build relationships with one another and to establish some sense of common understanding, concern, connections, and trust. Consider using a skilled facilitator who is focused solely on ensuring the process is effective and has no stake in any specific substantive outcome.

4. **Beginning the map.** Start with an introduction. Review the process. Review ground rules. Begin with the focal issue of concern. Ask people to brainstorm statements about what they can imagine themselves doing about it, or what they think relevant issues are, rather than with a statement of goals. Have participants begin each statement with a verb—e.g., engage, create, develop, organize, buy, produce, etc. Statements should be no longer than six to eight words, as a way of assuring there is only one idea per statement. Gather as many ideas/statements as possible electronically or on self-adhesive notes.

5. **Developing clusters of ideas.** Group statements together that share a common theme.

6. **Establishing a rough hierarchy of statements.** Place statements so that superordinate outcomes are toward the top of a cluster and more detailed options or assertions are toward the bottom.

7. **Adding structure to the clusters.** Include links (arrows) indicating what causes what within and across clusters. To work down a chain of arrows, keep asking, “What would it take to do that, or how would you do that?” To work up a chain of arrows, keep asking, “What would the consequences be of doing that, or what would happen if someone did that?” Add statements as the process proceeds.

8. **Identifying goals, strategies, actions, assertions and/or enabling factors.** A possible goal is a consequence that is good in its own right (e.g., eliminate homelessness in City X by year 20XX). A goal (or outcome objective) is typically toward the end of a chain of arrows. A strategy is the pathway to achieving the goal. Another way to discern a goal is to ask, “What can be achieved if an effective way is found of addressing the issue at hand?” Note as well that some goals are negative-avoidance goals, or things to be avoided (e.g., don’t go bankrupt; see Bryson, et al., 2016).

9. **Finishing the map.** Review the map with the group. Link in any orphans (statements with no causal link either to or from). Preserve the map physically and digitally.
10. **Analyzing the map.** Examine the map frequently to understand the meaning of the statements and links. Search for busy statements (those that have many arrows coming in and going out); these are likely to be key issues. Also search for potent statements (those that lead to many additional statements). By pushing on the consequences of what might be done, you can identify the real purpose or purposes (mission, overarching goals, outcome objectives) of the overall initiative. Once goals are clarified, make sure the strategies for achieving them make sense and no desirable strategies are missing.

11. **Co-aligning around the map.** The coalition should decide on which statements represent actual goals and strategies. Then all should work separately or together on implementing the agreed-upon strategies and keep track of whether the goals are achieved. This means organizations should explore separately and together how to best use their own resources and other underutilized resources in the coalition or community to make greater progress on each of the map’s goals. These organizations then should use the map to inform their decision-making.

---

**Recommendation 1**

Understand that strategy management-at-scale is very different from strategic management of a single organization:

The emphasis is on understanding the dynamics of complex issues and systems and then working to clarify a set of interrelated changes that would make a significant difference in bringing about desired outcomes.

The organizations involved in the coalition (that may be cross-level and cross-sectoral) may have different missions, visions, and priorities. Nonetheless, they can still collaborate, or at least co-align, around a strategy map framework to advance all or part of a strategy that contributes to the shared purpose.

Coalitions don’t control their members’ operational systems, and the larger supra-organizational systems are rarely intentionally defined or managed. The strategy focus, therefore, is on encouraging collaboration, or at least co-alignment, of efforts and in moving from unplanned systems to ones that are more intentionally planned. There is also a focus on breaking complex social issues down into smaller parts that might be a fit for different organizations.

---

**Recommendation 2**

Use strategy mapping to develop a deeper understanding of issues that cannot be solved by one organization alone. These are issues that cross organizational boundaries, levels (e.g., national, federal, state, and local) and/or sector boundaries (e.g., government, nonprofit, business, and civil society). Consider the multiple interests and knowledge sources needed to develop an adequate understanding. Include enough key informants to have reasonable assurance you do understand the issues involved. Recognize that more than one mapping exercise will likely be needed. Design a process to have mapping exercises build on one another.
Recommendation 3

Use strategy mapping to clarify both goals and the effective strategies to achieve those goals. This means creating an overview map to help guide the development of cross-boundary, cross-level, and cross-sector direction, alignment, and commitment. The overview map will not be very detailed but should show how various organizations (either separately or together) can contribute toward achieving shared goals that cannot be achieved by any organization alone. Individual organization can create their own more detailed strategy maps that take the broader, jointly-shared goals into account.

Recommendation 4

Effective strategy management-at-scale requires a shared information management platform that allows the participating organizations to see what needs to be done, what progress is being made, and where additional problem solving and learning are required (Barberg, 2017; Ansell and Gash, 2018; Ansell and Miura, 2020).

CONCLUSIONS

From challenges like the pandemic, homelessness, climate change and many others, communities and often nations require the coordinated or co-aligned efforts of multiple organizations across multiple levels and sectors if these issues are to be addressed effectively. When the organizations’ efforts are reasonably aligned, they can transform systems.

Strategy management-at-scale is an important approach to creating direction, alignment, and commitment among independent organizations at the scale of the challenge or issue to be addressed. Strategy management-at-scale requires new approaches to leadership and new techniques and processes to help make sense of, and manage, the complex, interconnected issues involved in tackling boundary-crossing challenges.

Strategy mapping helps users visualize the cause-and-effect chains in a system and the actions that can be taken to change the system. Mapping helps stakeholders understand their efforts as part of the larger strategy and helps them see how their own and other organizations working alone or together can contribute to greater success. Strategy mapping helps manage the complexity so that useful change happens.
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APPENDIX

A Strategy Mapping Software Sampler
By Laure Vandersmissen, Bishoy Zaki, and Bert George

Software packages that are better for strategy formulation are presented first, followed by software packages that are better for strategy implementation.

Table 1. A Sample of Strategy Mapping-Related Software Programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software Name</th>
<th>Main Purpose Related to Strategy Mapping</th>
<th>Functionality</th>
<th>Analysis Tools</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Strategyfinder** |  • Enables considered development of effective approaches to change. Takes a team from strategic issues to agreed strategy consisting of goals and strategies with action packages  
• Explores competitive advantages based on inter-linked competencies  
• Strategic management of stakeholders  
• Strategic management of systemic risks |  • Specifically designed to support strategy formulation through causal mapping  
• Helps manage issue/problem complexity and enables systemic and sustainable strategies and outcomes to be considered  
• Allows for easy navigation of complex models, including multiple views and color-coding and labelling of statements  
• Summarises the map onto key statements (e.g., goals, strategies) and shows paths between key statements  
• Extensive facilitation guide provided |  • Includes an extensive array of strategy map analysis tools  
• Supports anonymous contributions and evaluations of potential strategies and actions  
• Facilitates progress monitoring |  • From €500/yr to €1250 dependent on the number of users/models supported  
• Enterprise Edition—1000 users, unlimited models—price on application |  • Cloud-based and usable on most browsers, so participants can contribute from anywhere simultaneously  
• Most powerful of the strategy mapping software pkgs. reviewed for purposes of strategy formulation  
• Can handle very large causal maps |

1 Fran Ackermann, Bill Barberg, Anne Carroll, and Colin Eden provided helpful background information for this table.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software Name</th>
<th>Main Purpose Related to Strategy Mapping</th>
<th>Functionality</th>
<th>Analysis Tools</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Decision Explorer** | • Individual and group causal mapping  
• Issue/problem structuring, strategy formulation and implementation monitoring | • Specifically designed to support causal mapping, especially for strategy formulation  
• Helps manage issue/problem complexity and enables systemic and sustainable strategies and outcomes to be considered  
• Allows for easy navigation of complex models, including multiple views and color coding and labelling of statements | • Includes a wide array of strategy map analysis tools  
• Enables considered development of effective approaches to change including mission, goals, strategies, and action packages | • Standard single user: £495 one-time charge  
• 5-user "saver pack": £1980 one-time charge | • Needs a large screen and data projection for in-person teamwork  
• All statements and links go via facilitator when working in a group mode |
| **Miro**            | • Collaboration, design, and productivity  
• Collaboration and diagramming on a digital canvas  
• Not specifically designed to support mapping  
• Better for strategy formulation than implementation  
• Templates for many strategy concepts and tools  
• Some editing functions are challenging | • Collaboration and diagramming on a digital canvas  
• Not specifically designed to support mapping  
• Better for strategy formulation than implementation  
• Templates for many strategy concepts and tools  
• Some editing functions are challenging | • Basic features available free  
• No built-in analysis features identified  
• Mobile apps | • Free when getting started  
• Team: $8/per member/month.  
• Business: $16/member/month.  
• Enterprise: Custom pricing | • Cannot easily handle large maps |
### Table 1. A Sample of Strategy Mapping-Related Software Programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software Name</th>
<th>Main Purpose Related to Strategy Mapping</th>
<th>Functionality</th>
<th>Analysis Tools</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mural</td>
<td>Planning, collaboration, and productivity</td>
<td>Collaboration and diagramming on a digital canvas</td>
<td>No built-in analysis features identified</td>
<td>Free package (3 whiteboards only)</td>
<td>Cannot easily handle large maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Not specifically designed for strategy mapping</td>
<td></td>
<td>Team: (+$9.99/member/month). Unlimited whiteboards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Better for strategy formulation than implementation</td>
<td></td>
<td>Business: ($17.99/member/month). Priority support and enhanced security features</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Templates for many strategy concepts and tools, some of which take time to master</td>
<td></td>
<td>Enterprise: custom pricing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>On-screen navigation can be challenging with many users</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucidchart</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lucidchart allows visual collaboration on developing charts and diagrams</td>
<td>No built-in analysis features other than voting and ranking</td>
<td>Same pricing for each product</td>
<td>Easy to use, but hard to manage large maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucidspark</td>
<td>Lucidchart is a web-based diagramming tool. Lucidspark is a virtual whiteboard application that allows freeform ideation.</td>
<td>Lucidspark allows web-based collaboration to develop ideas and find collective direction.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Free individual-use versions available with limited features.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The two products offer many templates. The two can be used together for purposes of strategy formulation</td>
<td></td>
<td>$7.95/month for 1 user or $27/month ($9/user, minimum 3), paid annually.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Basic features available free No built-in analysis features identified</td>
<td></td>
<td>Enterprise version available</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamboard</td>
<td>Web-based collaboration</td>
<td>Collaboration and diagramming on a digital canvas Offers several management templates Not specifically designed to support mapping Better for strategy formulation than implementation</td>
<td>Basic features available free No built-in analysis features identified</td>
<td>Free as an app, but comes with limited tools</td>
<td>Intuitive and easy to use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Integrated with Google Drive, so widely available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cannot easily handle large maps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. A Sample of Strategy Mapping-Related Software Programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software Name</th>
<th>Main Purpose Related to Strategy Mapping</th>
<th>Functionality</th>
<th>Analysis Tools</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| InsightVision | Online strategy engagement platform designed for refining, implementing and evaluating large-scale, long-term, multi-stakeholder strategies for social impact | • Better for strategy implementation than formulation  
• Dynamic, zoomable strategy maps that include details of objectives, such as from-to gaps, stories, and links to supporting objectives  
• Integrated measurement and robust scorecard functionality to track progress on objectives  
• Supports planning, aligning, updating, and monitoring actions to support strategy implementation  
• Communication features and formats support alignment, breaking down silos, and shared accountability to address complex social challenges or system change. | • Information is managed, structured, and presented to enhance insights and analysis by users | • No free version  
• Pricing on request | • Cloud-based and usable on most browsers, so participants can contribute from anywhere simultaneously  
• Most powerful of the strategy mapping software pkgs. reviewed for purposes of strategy implementation |
| Creately | Planning, collaboration and knowledge management | • Better for strategy implementation (project mgmt.) than strategy formulation  
• Templates for many strategy concepts and tools  
• Provides built-in online video chat | • No built-in analysis features identified | Free version  
• Personal: $4/month.  
• Team: $4.80/user  
• Enterprise: custom pricing | Free version has limited capacity |
### Table 1. A Sample of Strategy Mapping-Related Software Programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software Name</th>
<th>Main Purpose Related to Strategy Mapping</th>
<th>Functionality</th>
<th>Analysis Tools</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **InPhase**   | • Strategy implementation and performance management | • Better for strategy implementation (project mgt.) than strategy formulation  
• Templates for many strategy concepts and tools  
• Quite complicated and requires training to use | • Various analytical features tied to performance management included | • No free version  
• Pricing on request | • InPhase specializes in local government, healthcare and housing in the U.K. |
| **SpiderStrategies** | • Strategy implementation and performance management | • The software uses the Balanced Scorecard approach to strategy mapping  
• Better for strategy implementation  
• Templates for many strategy concepts and tools  
• Very data-driven  
• High degree of interactivity, meaning the Balanced Scorecard strategy map can be linked with underlying data | • Causal relations can be identified | • Growth (+1 user): starting total monthly cost $125+  
• Team (+10 users): starting total monthly cost $1000+  
• Department (+25 users): starting total monthly cost $2250+  
• Enterprise (+100 users): starting total monthly cost $5000+ | • Cost is clearly an issue  
• Cannot handle large maps easily  
• The Balanced Scorecard approach is also a limitation |
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